NOTE: WRAPPING MEMBRANE OVER INTERIOR SIDE OF SILL ANGLE LEG IS A RECOMMENDATION FOR COSMETIC REASONS ONLY. CUT EDGE OF MEMBRANE CAN REACT WITH SEALANT AT INTERIOR FINISHES.

#10x3/4" STAINLESS STEEL SELF-DRILLING SCREWS @6" O.C. U.N.O. BY OTHERS. SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED 3" AWAY FROM ALL VERTICAL FRAME MEMBERS.

OPTIONAL CONTINUOUS ALUMINUM SILL ANGLE & COVER CAP.

FIBERGLASS TUBE OR OTHER DETERIORATION AND CORROSION RESISTANT MATERIAL BY OTHERS.
NOTE: THIS DRAFT DETAIL IS FOR GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PURPOSES ONLY, AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT A DETAIL THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A SPECIFIC PROJECT. PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES PROVIDED BY CASCADIA MUST BE CONFIRMED FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS.

NOTE: SUB-CLIPS AND ANCHOR CLIPS AT HEAD AND JAMBS ARE INTERMITTENT.
NOTE: WRAPPING MEMBERANE OVER INTERIOR SIDE OF SILL ANGLE LEG IS A RECOMMENDATION FOR COSMETIC REASONS ONLY. CUT EDGE OF MEMBRANE CAN REACT WITH SEALANT AT INTERIOR FINISHES.

#10x3/4" STAINLESS STEEL SELF-DRILLING SCREWS @6" O.C. U.N.O. BY OTHERS. SCREWS TO BE INSTALLED 3" AWAY FROM ALL VERTICAL FRAME MEMBERS.

OPTIONAL CONTINUOUS ALUMINUM SILL ANGLE & COVER CAP

SHIMS 6" O/C SPACING

FIBERGLASS TUBE OR OTHER

DETERIORATION AND CORROSION RESISTANT MATERIAL BY OTHERS.

NOTE: THIS DRAFT DETAIL IS FOR GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PURPOSES ONLY, AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT A DETAIL THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A SPECIFIC PROJECT. PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES PROVIDED BY CASCADIA MUST BE CONFIRMED FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS.
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NOTE: THIS DRAFT DETAIL IS FOR GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PURPOSES ONLY, AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT A DETAIL THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A SPECIFIC PROJECT. PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES PROVIDED BY CASCADIA MUST BE CONFIRMED FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS.
NOTE: THIS DRAFT DETAIL IS FOR GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PURPOSES ONLY, AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REPRESENT A DETAIL THAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A SPECIFIC PROJECT. PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES PROVIDED BY CASCADIA MUST BE CONFIRMED FOR SPECIFIC PROJECTS.

NOTE: SUB-CLIPS AND ANCHOR CLIPS AT HEAD AND JAMBS ARE INTERMITTENT.
NOTE: This draft detail is for general arrangement purposes only, and does not necessarily represent a detail that is appropriate for a specific project. Products and accessories provided by Cascadia must be confirmed for specific projects.
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